






actions to which an agent has committed so as
to achieve a particular goal: each intention is
a stack of partially instantiated plans—that is,
plans in which some variables have been
instantiated. An event, which can trigger a
plan’s execution, can be external when origi-
nating from the agent’s perception of its envi-
ronment. Or, the event can be internal when
generated from one of the agent’s executing
plans (for example, an achievement goal in a
plan body generates a goal-addition event).

In our approach, we program a multiagent
system by writing a collection of AgentSpeak
source codes (one for each agent in the sys-
tem) and the definition of the shared envi-
ronment. To define the shared environment,
we need to represent all the facts (in the form
of predicates) about the environment’s state:
we use the target model checker’s input lan-
guage rather than AgentSpeak to do this.
Each agent has its own percepts based on
sensing the environment, thus letting us
model the fact that agents might have incor-
rect or incomplete information about the
world. Agents also have a belief revision
function that generates the appropriate exter-
nal events (the perceived changes in the envi-
ronment). The available agent architecture
adopts a simple belief revision function,
unless the user provides a more specific one. 

Specifying required properties
We’ve presented a way of interpreting the

informational, motivational, and deliberative
modalities of BDI logics in terms of an
AgentSpeak agent’s state; this is based on the
operational semantics of AgentSpeak. We
use this framework to interpret the BDI
modalities in terms of data structures in the
model of an AgentSpeak(F) agent. This way,
we can translate (temporal) BDI properties
into LTL formulas.

The logical property specification lan-
guage for our model-checking approach is a
simplified version of LORA (Logic of Ratio-
nal Agents),1 which is based on modal logics
of intentionality, dynamic logic, and CTL*
(a well-known branching temporal logic). In
the restricted version of the logic used here,
we limit the underlying temporal logics to
LTL rather than CTL*, given that our target
model checkers can automatically process
LTL formulas (excluding the “next” opera-
tor �). Let pe be any valid Boolean expres-
sion in the model specification language of
the model checker, l be any agent label, x be
a variable ranging over agent labels, and at
and a be atomic and action formulas defined

in the AgentSpeak(F) syntax, but with no
variables allowed. Then we define induc-
tively the set of well-formed formulas (wff)
of our property specification language as we
show in Figure 1. 

In the syntax used in Figure 1, agent labels
denoted by l, and over which variable x
ranges, are the ones associated with each
AgentSpeak(F) program during translation.
That is, the labels given as input to the trans-
lator form the finite set of agent labels over
which the quantifiers are defined. The only
unusual operator in this language is (Does l
a), which holds if the agent denoted by l has
requested action a and that’s the next action
the environment will execute. An Agent-
Speak(F) atomic formula at refers to what’s
actually true of the environment (rather than
what’s true from the agent’s viewpoint).

The concrete syntax used in the system for
writing formulas also depends on the underly-
ing model checker. Before we pass the LTL for-
mula on to the model checker, we translate Bel,
Des, and Int modalities into predicates access-
ing the AgentSpeak(F) data structures modeled
in the model checker’s input language. An
intention requires an available applicable plan,
whereas a desire doesn’t. In BDI theory, inten-
tions are desired states of affairs that an agent
has committed itself to achieving (in practice,
by executing a plan). The term goal often refers
to a desire, but BDI theory assumes an agent’s
goals—but not necessarily its desires—are
compatible with each other.

Autonomous Mars rover: 
An illustrative scenario

Consider a typical day for an autonomous
rover such as NASA’s Spirit and Opportu-
nity, which landed on Mars in early 2004.
The ground team might tell the rover to tra-
verse toward a certain rock, place its spec-
trometer arm on the rock, carry out extensive
measurements, then perform a long traverse
to another distant rock. Before sending the
rover to Mars, the team instructs it to give

priority to rocks with “green patches,” even
when traveling to another target, because
such patches provide an interesting opportu-
nity for NASA scientists.

Also, the rover’s batteries only work when
there’s sunlight, so activities are constrained
by the amount of energy stored during the
day. The rover must transmit its collected data
back to Earth before it runs out of energy, so
it must interrupt an activity if finishing it
means the rover won’t have enough energy to
downlink collected data back to Earth.

Previous Mars exploration rovers, such as
Sojourner, didn’t have flexible control soft-
ware. Researchers have reported, for exam-
ple, that during one operation, the rover
didn’t position itself correctly to approach a
certain rock with the spectrometer arm.5 The
misplaced spectrometer meant the rover
couldn’t collect any useful data. NASA thus
lost an opportunity because the rover didn’t
revisit that particular rock. Reactive plan-
ning systems are particularly suitable for
providing flexible control for autonomous
rovers.

Here we provide some AgentSpeak plans
for the autonomous Mars rover scenario.
According to the first example, whenever the
rover believes it has observed a green patch
on a rock, unless its batteries are too low, it’ll
try to examine the rock:

+green_patch(Rock) :
not battery_charge(low) <–

?location(Rock,Coordinates);
!traverse(Coordinates);
!examine(Rock).

The rover must retrieve, from its own belief
base, the coordinates associated with that
rock (this is the test goal in the beginning of
the plan’s body), then achieve the goal of tra-
versing to those coordinates, and finally
examining the rock. Recall that each of these
achievement goals will trigger the execution
of some other plan.

Figure 1. The property specification language used in our model-checking approach.

1. pe is a wff.
2. at is a wff.
3. (Bel l at), (Des l at), and (Int l at) are wff.
4. ∀x.(M x at) and ∃x.(M x at) are wff, where M ∈ {Bel, Des, Int} and x ranges over a finite

set of agent labels.
5. (Does l a) is a wff.
6. If ϕ and ψ are wff, so are (¬ϕ), (ϕ ∧ ψ), (ϕ ∨ ψ), (ϕ ⇒ ψ), (ϕ ⇔ ψ), always (�ϕ),

eventually (�ϕ), until (ϕ U ψ), and “release,” the dual of until (ϕ R ψ).
7. nothing else is a wff.



The next plans provide alternative courses
of actions for traversing to a certain location
that the rover must choose according to what
it believes about the environment:

+!traverse(Coords) :
safe_path(Coords) <–

move_towards(Coords).

+!traverse(Coords) :
not safe_path(Coords) <–

...

If the rover believes there’s a safe path for tra-
versing toward the given coordinates, it sim-
ply moves toward those coordinates (this is a
basic action through which the rover can effect
changes in its environment). We don’t show
the alternative plan here, in which the rover
searches for an alternative route, avoiding any
unsafe paths.

The next example tells the rover how to
examine a certain rock:

+!examine(Rock) :
correctly_positioned(Rock) <–

place_spectrometer(Rock);
!extensive_measurements(Rock).

+!examine(Rock) :
not correctly_positioned(Rock) <–

!correctly_positioned(Rock);
!examine(Rock).

If the rover believes it’s correctly positioned
to examine the rock, it executes the action of
placing the spectrometer arm on that rock
(recall that basic actions denote the hardwired
means available in the rover for changing its
environment), then achieving the goal of
doing extensive spectrometric measure-
ments. If it doesn’t believe it’s correctly
positioned, then it should first achieve a
state of affairs in which it believes it to be
so before attempting again to examine
the rock.

Next, we show examples of proper-
ties that the Mars rover is expected to
satisfy, written in our specification lan-
guage. The specification in Figure 2a
indicates that whenever the rover places
its spectrometer arm at a certain rock, it
believes it’s correctly positioned to
examine that rock.

The specification in Figure 2b ensures
that after the rover intends to transmit its
remaining spectrometer data back to
Earth, eventually it’ll no longer contain

data entries for which it doesn’t have an asso-
ciated belief saying that it has already down-
linked that particular piece of information. This
ensures, for example, that the rover’s batteries
don’t run out before it finishes transmitting all
gathered data.

Alleviating the state-space
explosion problem

Clearly, using model-checking programs
rather than design models poses significant
challenges. Because actual programs are typ-
ically more elaborate than designs, the state-
space explosion problem is exacerbated. So,
the importance of state-space reduction tech-
niques, particularly abstraction techniques
(see the “Abstraction and Slicing” sidebar), is
even greater. 

One such abstraction technique is property-
based slicing. This technique is similar to the
program slicing that software engineering tra-
ditionally uses,6 except that the slicing crite-
rion is the property we later want to model
check. As part of CASP, we’ve devised a prop-
erty-based slicing algorithm for AgentSpeak
that lets us remove agent plans that aren’t rel-
evant for model checking a certain property:
we automatically generate the relevant slice
before we translate the system.7 The system’s
model generated in this way can then have a
significantly smaller state space.

Slicing alleviates the state explosion in
two ways. First, it removes plans that can’t
affect the truth (or falsity) of the formula in
the slicing criterion. This is similar to the
motivation for removing clauses in tradi-
tional logic programs: it reduces the length
of computations of individual intentions.

For example, suppose an agent’s original

plan library doesn’t include plans that let the
rover react to possible alternative targets or
to sundown. Then the agent wouldn’t have
more than a single intention at a time. Still,
consider that the property to be checked is the
same as in Figure 2a (that is, take that formula
as the slicing criterion). Because the plans that
make the agent transmit its data back to the
ground team can only become intended after
some point in the execution where place_spec-
trometer(R) has already happened, there’s no
need to consider that part of the intention’s
execution. It won’t affect the property under
consideration (in other words, that level of
detail of the intention execution is irrelevant
for the given property). The code slice that
our slicing algorithm generates for the prop-
erty in Figure 2a doesn’t include those plans.

The second way slicing alleviates state
explosion is by removing all plans used to
handle particular external events. At any
point during the computation associated
with one intention, reachable states exist in
which other intentions (other foci of atten-
tion) are created to handle events that belief
revision might have generated. Slicing out
such plans eliminates all such branches of
the computation tree. An alternative reduc-
tion would be to avoid the environment gen-
erating such events in the first place (con-
sidering that they won’t affect the property
being verified anyway). 

The specification in Figure 2b exemplifies
this second type of state-space reduction. If
that specification is used as the slicing crite-
rion, we can safely remove the plan for react-
ing to possible ordinary targets (there’s a par-
ticular one for reacting to rocks with green
patches).

Although in this second example the
slicing appears to be minor (just one
plan isn’t included in the slice), a con-
siderable reduction of the state space
can ensue, depending also on how
dynamic the environment is. If the rover
detects (and approaches) many possi-
ble targets while transmitting data back
to Earth, this could generate many dif-
ferent system states in which the rover’s
attention is divided between two tasks
(it must deal with two foci of attention
simultaneously).

For a variation of the Mars rover exam-
ple and the specifications shown in Fig-
ure 2, we obtained average improvements
of 26 percent in terms of the time and
memory required to model check the gen-
erated slices rather than the original pro-

  

Figure 2. Examples of properties using our 
specification language for the autonomous Mars
rover scenario: (a) ensuring that the rover believes
it’s correctly positioned to examine a rock before
doing so; (b) ensuring that the rover eventually
transmits gathered data back to Earth whenever it
intends to do so. (We use amr [autonomous Mars
rover] to denote the agent.)

�((Does amr place_spectrometer(R)) →
(Bel amr correctly_positioned(R)))

(a)

�((Int amr transmit_remaining_data(Day)) →
� ¬((Bel  amr data(spect,Rock,Day,_)) ∧

¬(Bel amr downlink(ground,spect,Rock,Day))))

(b)








